
Local decoupling is a tectique .to cortect coupring Xocally 
and operationally, .&at is, without a priori know3edge of 
the nnd&ying skew quadmpole errors. T&e me&M is 
exptined and app%d to the cam&on of coup%g in the 
interaction regions of the UK! at coliisio~~ 

‘Be focal decoupling me&d is reviewed in Section 1. w&h 
a brief history of its application to qerent machines and 
exmental WOF~ performed so far. 1x1 Section 2 we 
present preliiary results for the correction of couplirig 
gem&ed by tipleE errors h the =C &xactio~ regions, 
in. t&e colEsion conf@ra&oon; 

The kx& decou@ing algor&m has been proposed by R 
TW Elf as a tectique to correct coupling IacaBy and 
ope&maUy, since the correction scheme cf0e.s ROE reqnise 
a-paiori knowledge of the errors, Concep-maily ,&e kx& 
corzectim of couplhg is .shilar to a closed orbit 
comction where the orbit offsets as zmmired at the beam 
position monitors @PWs) are used in a x-squzrre 
tinimization that sets the streng&s of the d&ole 
CoII~toS. xn fact loczil decoupling was o&gia~y 
p~qosed by 2%&xxm in the framewmk of a gene& 
te&n@e for operational corrections, which imIud~s also 
closed orbit correctioz~+ 1~&&&22tim -of vertical 
dispersion, etc. The idea is to de&m&e corrector 
strengths by x&ni&zing a kuhess fiuzcriaa &at i) 
qxmtifies the effect to be corre&ed and ii) is built up by 
meamabfe 41xaatities. The next few paragraphs will 
describe how that can be acfmieved. A moxe .detaiM 

given by: 

taR2%A = - 

tt is poSsible to kd a coo&m&e transformation x = GT X 
to an eigenbasis v&ere the f-turn transfer mati in tfie 
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%t is possible if the horizontal and verticaI planes are not 
My coupied. In practice that means that the tlncorrected cou- 
ning should be weak, or the machine already has some degree 
ri coupling compensation in place. 
zzle x and y signals are coherent (same ihquency) and their 
eiationship at a specific position in the lattice is characteri& 
r, the nrtio ufuntpritucles (e& and a phase aY#erence (q). 
3y collecting rum hy rum x and y positions at a double prcyle 
fpl%i, it is possible to meaSure the quantities eA and &A with a 

rezwofk analyzer. From these one can derive the matrix ele- 

-ts RAI 1 and RA12* The coupling can be locally measured at 

every double plane BPM in the machine. 

2.4 Bke_W.mry of studies and experimental work \ 

LocaI decoupling is impIemented in the code Teapot and the 
latter has been used to study coupling correction schemes for 
severaI accehators. In particulzu, IocaI decoupling schemes 
have been studied for the SSC ColIider ring, for the LEP lattice 
an& more recentIy, for RI-K. In all cases the schemes worked 
well is simulation with residual eigenangles afh correction 
below a fraction of a degree everywhere in the ring. LocaI 
decoupling is an integraI part of the RHIC decoupling scheme 
133. Two families of skew quadrupoles are used for globai 
decoupling via the minimum tune separation technique. In 
colfision, the additionaI coupling effect due to the IR trip&s is 
locally comzcted by 12 skew quadrupoles, 2 per interaction 
region. The IR skew quadrupoIes can be set either by “dead- 
reckoning” the measu& a2 errors in the triplet, or by 1ocaI 
decoupling. The latter has the advantage of correcting aIso for 
the unknown residuaf aIignment errors. 

13 Correction of coup&ng 

~badnessfhctiontobeusedforminimhhonmustquantify 
zupling and go to ZeTo in the absence of coupling. lt must also 
R &iId with measurable quantities to be “operational”. Mea- 
sna>le quantities a% eA , the ratio of out of plane vs. in phe 

fSC&tiOnS, and the phase dif&l-e~e eA. 

1 naturaI choice for the coryrling h&ness Bc function is the 
tiIowing: 

d 
3c = 

I: 
Nd nwnber of detecmts (BPMs) 

d=l 

@ weighting $A with the ratio of betas one insures that aII 

mectoT have comparable weight in the minimhtion process. 
“~* is a function of the off diagonal matrix eIements RAll and 
fui?. One can calculate the ii$ue~eefiurctions: 

ExperimentaI work on IocaI decoupling has been started at 
HERA in 1991 and LEP in 1992. LocaI coupiing has been 
successNly measured in both machines [4]. Setting the skew 
quadrupoles on the basis of the measurements and verifying 
the correction of coupIing however must stiI1 be demonstrated. 
Local decoupling is part of the correction strategy in RHIC and 
experiments are phned in the 2000-2001 runs. 

3 APPLICATION TO THE LHC INTERACTION L 

REGIONS 

A feasibiIity study of local decoupling for the LHC lR has . 
been started. Even if the a2 field error in the trip& wiI1 be 
known (and compensated for), the coupling effect due to 
residual roil errors of the quadrupoles can be quite substantidl 
in the coil&ion configuration. A way to set the skew 
qua&poles in the lR correction packages to correct for that 

a= 1 can be very use&l. 

3. I Th9 corm&on s&em 

The foIIowing con&uratiou and comers has been assmned 
a= 1 for the study; 

Q1 QZA Q2B 
were the P fimctions represent the effect of the unknown 

crorsatthepositionofdetector&lcarid Uccanbecahlated 
inrn the unpertuh& lattice functions for every skew corrector 

ard 6 is a function of the N, skew quadrupole corrector 

=gths 4a*- WhenNd>Ndonecandetermine&eskew 

r&rq&z lcxlnmtor strmgtb by aj&zgprocedure so that 
tze following conditions are met: 

skew 
CoupIing is measured at the dual pIane BPMs in the IRs and 

.*..-. 9N, = 0 the skew quachpole corrector layer in the IR corrector 
package is -used, with a total of 16 BPMs and 8 skew 
quadrupoIes in the LHC ring. Skew quadmpole correctors are 
presentinlPl,fPZlPSandIP8. 

3.1 Pre&nin57y results 

5eproceduretosettheskewquadlupoIesforcoupling 
=mections relies only on measurements at double plane BPMs 
nhering. 
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LAX& decoupling is doing a good job in coxxcting for a 
random d%tibution of roil errors up to 0.4mrad. The B&t 
seems to be rea&ed at -0.5 mrad with t&e present scheme., A 
zeasonabEe fi,gure of me& for decoupling qua&y is to keep the 
eigmangle less than 10 degrees everywhere ia the ting. In 
simxdatio~s &at has been ~ver%ed to correspond to a xr&xinm 
&me sepratim of less than ct.OOl . 

Figure 1: Residual coupling around the ring after focaI 
decoupfing @andurn aligmxzer~t errors in the triplet of 0.2 

R-aacE” 

As aa exampfe, the integrat& skew quadxxpole. stzengths 
necessary for coErecting a xzindom distrititin of 0.4xIKad in 
the triplets are &ted in Table 2. 

A deta&d study of decouplirg cottections w3 be done for the 
LXT Mxactio~ regions, in the framework of a pIpfanned study 
on effect of a&meat a& ‘linear conxx&ms. Con&g 
linear decoop&g, more spe&icxGy, oxxe needs to eva&mte 
differe& s&emes .as wef& as testing a +&&&tic&y ~sigtifieative 
number of errors distributions. 




